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Abstract. Cognitive Radio (CR) technology enables Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) to
improve the e�ciency of under-utilized licensed bands and overcrowded unlicensed bands.
However, providing an acceptable service for cognitive users requires more sophisticated
approaches due to the existence of Primary Users (PU) with high priority over licensed
bands. Additionally, it is of paramount importance that interference with PUs be reduced
so that they can communicate without interruption. In order to meet requirements of users
as much as possible and reduce interference with PUs, a new Class-based Multi-path On-
demand Routing protocol for Cognitive radio networks (CMORC) is proposed. CMORC
is a multipath routing protocol, which de�nes two classes of routing to make delay or
interference optimum. To the best of our knowledge, it is the �rst multipath protocol
that takes into consideration both route discovery and rate allocation. CMORC �nds the
optimum sending rates for each path by solving an optimization problem for each routing
class. Since solving these optimization problems is shown to be easy, CMORC is an e�cient
and practical solution for radio equipment with limited hardware. The simulation results
reveal that CMORC outperforms the other recent multipath routing protocol, D2CARP,
in terms of interference, delay and packet delivery ratio depending on class type.

© 2017 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Increasing demands for bandwidth of wireless network
due to recent technological advances and limited num-
ber of unlicensed bands have resulted in severe conges-
tion over unlicensed bands. However, several under-
utilized licensed bands can be opportunistically used
to satisfy user's demands, but they are not available
because of the strict static allocation policy up until
lately [1]. FCC has recently permitted unlicensed de-
vices to use licensed bands, leading to a new technology
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called Cognitive Radio (CR). CR technology improves
the spectrum utilization by enabling the opportunistic
use of temporarily idle licensed bands [2]. Although
there has been an increasing trend of research on
Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN) in the last decade,
most of them have been mainly focused on physical
and medium access issues.

Routing in traditional ad hoc networks has been
studied even for complicated networks with multi-
rate links [3]. However, routing is still in its nascent
stage in multihop Cognitive Radio Ad Hoc Networks
(CRAHN) [4]. Dynamic availability of licensed bands
due to the presence of Primary Users (PU), licensed
users, introduces new challenges to routing protocols.
Many single-path routing protocols have been intro-
duced to address these di�culties [5]. However, most
of them ignore the importance of PU protection [2].
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In CRAHN, PU protection as well as traditional per-
formance metrics (e.g., delay, throughput, path length,
etc.) are considered in routing protocols.

Previous studies have shown the e�ciency of
multi-path routing in wireless ad hoc networks [6]. In
CRAHN, exploiting path diversity by employing multi-
path mechanism together with spectrum diversity may
lead to an e�ective routing mechanism which can
improve delay, reliability, throughput, interference, etc.
However, only few studies have exploited path diversity
in CRAHN. Besides, none of these studies addresses
the issues of route discovery and rate allocation for
multipath routing simultaneously. These two issues are
somewhat connected and should be considered together
to achieve the full bene�t of multipath routing.

In this paper, we propose a class-based multipath
routing protocol, which provides two classes of routing
to minimize the end-to-end delay or probability of
interference with PUs. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the �rst paper that introduces a routing
framework, which includes both route discovery and
rate allocation. We show how customizing the route
discovery with forwarding delay technique helps the
rate allocation stage to perform e�ciently. We also
use a local channel selection mechanism to circumvent
any unnecessary network overhead. Additionally, we
propose a probabilistic method to estimate the overall
end-to-end delay and interference which is used to
formulate an optimization problem for each routing
class. Then, we show that the number of variables in
the optimization problems can be reduced without any
negligible performance degradation so that it can be
even solved by the exhaustive search method. Finally,
we evaluate the performance of our proposed protocol
through a set of simulations on NS-2.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we briey describe the related research
studies in this area. We specify network model and
assumptions in terms of which our proposed protocol
has been devised in Section 3. Section 4 describes the
routing and channel selection stage. Section 5 gives
a model to estimate routing parameters and explains
how to assign a sending rate to each route based on
the model. A comprehensive performance evaluation is
carried out in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
our work.

2. Related work

Multipath routing has been well studied in traditional
wireless ad hoc networks, but there are only a few
papers that explicitly explore the capabilities of multi-
path routing in CRAHN. In [7], Cognitive ad hoc On-
demand Distance Vector (CAODV) routing protocol
with two di�erent versions has been proposed to exploit
path and spectrum diversity separately. The version

exploiting path diversity is considered to be a multi-
path routing. The �xed channel assignment through
the whole path in this version limits its application
to some special cases and degrades its performance
considerably. This also imposes more route failures
due to the presence of PUs. D2CARP [8] improves
CAODV by exploiting path and spectrum diversity
simultaneously. However, D2CARP lacks the rate
allocation stage and a speci�c end-to-end metric for
its route discovery.

In [9], a multipath link-state routing protocol
is proposed. Assuming that the network graph and
frequency information of all nodes are always available,
this protocol seeks to �nd the maximal set of the short-
est cost paths using a modi�ed version of Dijkstra's
algorithm while minimizing interference. Nonetheless,
that is not a reasonable assumption, especially in
dynamic networks such as CRAHN. In [10], a multipath
routing for underlay cognitive radio networks has been
introduced. In this article, a speci�c distribution of
primary and cognitive users is assumed which is not
reasonable in CRAHN [8]. Furthermore, duplicating
and coding techniques are used to enhance reliability,
leading to overhead and throughput degradation.

In [11,12], multipath routing protocols based on
game theory have been proposed. These protocols
assume that there are several paths already known
by the source, and they model each path as a player
and seek to �nd the best possible tra�c assignment.
However, these methods thoroughly neglect the route
discovery stage and PU activity. In [4], a tra�c
assignment scheme is proposed. In this work, the
authors have introduced a model based on queue theory
for end-to-end delay of routes. They also derived
an optimization problem from their delay model to
minimize the total end-to-end delay and solved it by a
gradient search method. In [4], similar to [11,12], it is
also assumed that several paths are already available,
and they do not address the route discovery process.
Additionally, there is no comparison made with other
multipath routing protocols in their simulations.

In [13], multi-channel multipath AODV has been
proposed. This protocol is a modi�ed version of AODV
in which the route discovery messages are sent to all
available channels. Despite the overhead of the proto-
col, the paper does not elaborate on how a route main-
tenance and tra�c distribution among routes are being
handled. Additionally, the proposed protocol is just
compared with AODV, which is certainly not a suitable
choice in CRAHN. In [14], a multipath routing protocol
based on a centralized max-ow algorithm is proposed
in which some strong and limiting assumptions have
been made such as strong network connectivity, static
topology during initialization process, and complicated
time-slotted control channel.

In this paper, we proposed a class-based multi-
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path routing protocol to address both route discovery
and rate allocation at the same time. The route dis-
covery stage has been explicitly customized to simplify
the rate allocation stage. Rate allocation stage has
been developed to optimize sending rates on each path
in order to minimize the overall end-to-end delay or
interference. We also compared exhaustive method
with genetic algorithm and interior point method to
solve the optimization problem. Performance bene�ts
of our routing protocol are shown by the comparison
made with D2CARP through the simulations.

3. Network model

In our protocol, we assume that the network is com-
posed of several cognitive users that are stationary or
slowly moving. The primary users are also assumed
stationary or slowly moving so that the history of
channels stored locally by cognitive users could be
used reliably. The location and frequency band of
the primary users are unknown to the cognitive users,
and the history of channels in each CU (Cognitive
User) is simply obtained by locally sensing the channel.
Note that in literature, both CU (Cognitive User)
and SU (Secondary User) are used interchangeably,
since only SUs have cognitive radio. We also assume
that a Common Control Channel (CCC), free of any
PU activities, is available in order to transfer control
packets. Each CU has single or multiple cognitive
radios to transfer data on licensed channels and an
extra radio (without the cognitive ability) �xed to
CCC. The PU activity is assumed to be a two-stage
ON-OFF process, as shown in Figure 1 [15].

We assume that each node maintains the history
of PU activities in order to compute the probability of
channel availability. This probability can be statisti-
cally known or obtained by averaging the past channel
history [2]. Denoting 1

�j;ch as an average idle time of
PUs and 1

�j;ch as an average active time of PU for chth
channel computed by node j, the probability of channel
availability of the chth would be [2]:

P j;chPU =
�j;ch

�j;ch + �j;ch
: (1)

There are n licensed bands shared among CUs and
PUs, each of which has a di�erent bandwidth denoted
by Cch for the chth channel. Furthermore, we assume

Figure 1. On-o� model of PUs [15].

Figure 2. Adjacent channel interference e�ect [16].

that transmission in one channel causes an interference
with adjacent channels. This interference e�ect is
decreased proportional to frequency distance of these
channels, and it is not e�ectual for channels that are
more than 2 channel spacing away from the transmitter
channel [16], as shown in Figure 2.

In our routing protocol, we consider two rout-
ing classes available for cognitive users. Generally
speaking, the idea of de�ning di�erent routing classes
to satisfy user's various requirements is not new in
cognitive radio networks. As an example, CRP routing
protocol [2] has already de�ned two classes of routing
as we have, yet the method to solve and satisfy
these requirements is utterly di�erent. These two
classes of routing are introduced to satisfy di�erent
demands. Class I route seeks to optimally minimize
the end-to-end delay of a session by �nding paths and
assigning an optimal sending rate to each available
path. Class II route, however, seeks to minimize the
probability of interference with PUs while neglecting
delay and congestion entirely. Moreover, these routing
classes assign an appropriate sending rate to each
path so that the requested bandwidth of a source is
satis�ed. Needless to say that to achieve the best
suitable solution within each routing class, not only
the route discovery process, but also the rate allocation
algorithm should be customized. Note that route and
path are interchangeably used in this paper.

4. Routing and channel selection stage

In this section, we describe how a node selects a channel
for each routing class and how the route discovery
process manages to �nd several possible routes from
the best to worst. At the end of this section, the route
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maintenance, which is performed due to route failure,
is described as well.

4.1. Channel selection and layer 2
considerations

In CMORC protocol, each node selects its transmission
channel by using channel information which is obtained
locally. The only source-based parameter that a�ects
channel decision of nodes is the routing class. Perform-
ing the channel selection locally in each node obviates
the need for intermediate nodes to negotiate with the
source. Hence, whenever the transmission channel of
an intermediate node becomes unavailable due to PU
activity, the intermediate node can change its channel
immediately, such that the source does not even notice.
As a result, the number of control packet transmissions
and the time to select a channel for intermediate nodes
are decreased.

The channel selection policy of each routing class
should be di�erent, since they seek to satisfy di�erent
requirements. Class I route minimizes the end-to-end
delay which is inversely proportional to the available
bandwidth. Each channel can be in one of these two
states at each time: active or idle. With probability
1 � P j;chPU , the channel is in active state, which makes
the channel unusable for CUs. In fact, CUs can use the
channel only when it is on idle state with probability
P j;chPU . Hence, denoting Lch as a load on the chth

channel, the available bandwidth of each channel for
transmission of node j is P j;chPU :(Cch�Lch). Therefore,
intermediate node j selects the channel with maximum
available bandwidth for class I route (important sym-
bols and variables are summarized in Table 1). That
is:

Data ChannelClassI =

max

( X
i28 available channels

P j;iPU:(Ci � Li)
)
: (2)

Class II route, however, reduces interference with
PUs as much as possible while delay and throughput
is degraded. In order to meet that goal, the channel
selection process always chooses a channel with the
least PU activity among available channels regardless
of its load, that is:

Data ChannelClassII =

max

( X
i28 available channels

P j;iPU

)
: (3)

Layer 2 module of the CMORC routing protocol
is assumed to provide channel set and history of all
available channels, in addition to channel selection.
Channel set is de�ned as a sorted list of all channels

Table 1. Description of symbols.

Symbol Description

ri Sending rate of the ith path
DP Propagation delay
ch setI=IIj Sorted set of channels at jth node from best to worst
'I=II(ch) Set of channels that are better than chth channel
jxj Number of elements in the set X
P j;chPU Probability of availability of chth channel at jth node
Dj;ch
q (ri) Queuing delay of chth channel at jth node for ri rate

BW (S;D)
req Requested bandwidth of the source to destination

1
�j;ch Average PU idle time in chth channel at jth node

1
�j;ch Average PU active time in chth channel at jth node

Ljch Tra�c load of chth channel at jth node
DSe Sensing delay of CUs
Dsw Channel switching delay
!j(ch) Probability of switching to chth channel at jth node
�I=II Forwarding delay constant for the I/IIth class
Cch Bandwidth of chth channel
�I=II
j (ch) Probability of selecting the chth channel at jth node

paths (S;D) Set of all paths discovered from S to D
links (i) Set of all links in ith path
inti Total interference of ith path
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from the best to worst considering the routing class,
which can be easily obtained by using channel selection
equations (Eqs. (2) and (3)). The channel history
consists of the probability of channel availability and
the load on that channel. The routing and the
channel selection modules of layer 2 use these pieces
of information.

The method with which a node collects PU
activities and channel load is of a great importance.
In the case where a node has multiple radios, layer
2 module of each radio can simply sense and collect
these data. However, in the case where a node has
a single cognitive radio, it is not feasible for a node
to sense all the available channels simultaneously. One
solution is to let adjacent nodes share their information
periodically in CCC. In any case, details and problems
of layer 2 are out of the scope of this paper.

4.2. Route discovery
CMORC is an on-demand routing protocol based on
DSR. When a source needs to communicate with the
destination and no routing information is available,
it oods route request (RREQ) packet to the whole
network over the CCC. Intermediate nodes forward
these RREQ packets upon receiving them for the �rst
time. As a result, the destination gets several RREQs,
indicating di�erent routes. However, this basic route
discovery process of DSR is not e�cient to �nd as
many node-disjoint routes as possible. Previous studies
on multipath routing in ad hoc networks have shown
that this basic procedure only discovers routes that are
mostly overlapped due to the elimination of duplicate
RREQ [17]. Hence, CMORC allows intermediate nodes
to forward duplicate RREQs only if these two criteria
are met:

1. The path length of the route in the RREQ should
not be longer than the previous RREQs;

2. The �rst hop of the route (the next hop of the
source) should not be the same as the previous
RREQs.

The �rst condition prevents not only ooding of
longer routes, but also interminable ooding of RREQ
packets. The second condition prevents overlapped
routes ooding to the entire network [17]. That is,
most of the routes that reached the destination are
node-disjoint.

When the destination receives the �rst RREQ,
it generates Route Reply (RREP) packet, containing
route information, and sends it back to the source.
Upon receiving next RREQs, the destination checks
whether the route is node-disjoint compared to all
routes already sent to the source. If the new route
is node-disjoint, the destination sends RREP back to
the source and informs the new route. Otherwise, that
RREQ is discarded.

This strategy of selecting node-disjoint routes is
crucially dependent on the order of routes in which
they are received. As an example, if a short path with
the worst possible channels is received �rst, all better
routes with at least one mutual intermediate node
with the �rst route are discarded by the destination.
Therefore, changing the order of RREQ arrival to
obtain the better routes earlier increases the overall
quality of routes in the source. Namely, the sooner the
route is received, the less probable it is discarded.

CMOCR intentionally imposes forwarding delay
proportional to the quality of the node and its channels
in order that routes with better nodes and channel con-
dition can be received earlier. This method, sometimes
called jitter mechanism, has been studied in ad hoc
networks recently [18]. Perhaps, this forwarding delay
should be di�erent for two routing classes since they
satisfy di�erent goals. For class I route, which aims
to reduce end-to-end delay, forwarding delay is propor-
tional to the load of the selected channel. That is, the
routes that pass through channels with heavier tra�c
load end up having higher end-to-end delay. Hence, it is
reasonable to impose greater forwarding delay for nodes
of heavier channel load. Since the selected channel
of an intermediate node is not �xed and may change
during the transmission, the forwarding quality of that
node depends on probability of selecting each channel,
which is computed probabilistically. To compute the
forwarding delay of class I route, CMORC multiplies
channel selection probability of each channel by its
load:

RREQj
delay ClassI

=
jch setI

j jX
ch=1

�I:Ljch

�
8<: Y
k2'I(ch)

�
1� P j;kPU

�9=; :P j;chPU : (4)

As we mentioned before, ch setI
j is a sorted list

of all channels from the best to worst for class I route
that contains jch setI

j j elements, and 'I
j(ch) returns

back a set of channels that is better than the chth
channel from ch setI

j . So, the product on the formula
computes the probability that all channels better than
the chth one are used by PUs, that is, the product
computes the probability of selecting the chth channel
by layer 2. �I is a constant, indicating the amount
of forwarding delay expressed in units of second that
depends on the network's scale and route discovery
timeout. Therefore, the forwarding delay is much
longer for the nodes with heavier tra�c load on their
channels. Choosing a big value for �I increases the time
of route discovery process, and choosing a small value
for �I prevents the forwarding delay mechanism from
operating e�ciently.
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CMORC computes forwarding delay for class II
routes as follows:

RREQj
delay ClassII

=
jch setII

j jX
ch=1

�II

�
8<: Y
k2'I(ch)

�
1� P j;kPU

�9=; � P j;chPU : (5)

�II is a forwarding delay constant of class II route. Since
the aim of class II route is to minimize interference, the
load on the channel is entirely omitted. Therefore, the
probability of channel selection, which depends on PU
activity, is the only variable that a�ects the forwarding
delay of class II route. That is, nodes with channels
that are idler (from PU) forward their RREQ packet
with less delay. Hence, the routes passing through idler
channels are received earlier by the destination.

As mentioned earlier, CMORC has a rate allo-
cation stage performed in the source that needs extra
data to be collected in the route discovery stage. In
addition to the node IDs added to the RREQ packets
by intermediate nodes to indicate the route, which is
a part of DSR routing protocol, CMORC adds extra
information to RREQs, used later in the source to
perform rate allocation stage. The MAC layer mainly
provides this information. It consists of:

1. Propagation delay of the last link;
2. Probability of the availability of all channels;
3. Load on all channels.

Although, theoretically speaking, there is no limitation
on the amount of data carried by RREQ packets,
it is not possible to put all channel statistics of all
intermediate nodes into a single RREQ packet. Hence,
intermediate nodes just put statistics of the top 3
channels in RREQs. This number of channel statistics
added to RREQ packets can vary depending on the
scale of the network. In this paper, however, we only
use statistics of 3 channels.

Having received the �rst RREQ packet, the des-
tination sends back a RREP packet to the source,
containing all the intermediate node information, and
registers the new route in its routing table. When the
destination receives the next RREQ packets, it checks
whether the new route has any mutual intermediate
node with the previous routes. If so, the RREQ
is discarded and route is avoided. But, if the new
route is completely node-disjoint compared to previ-
ously received routes, the route is registered in the
destination routing table and a corresponding RREP
is sent back to the source. Checking the existence of
mutual intermediate nodes, destination guarantees a
set of node-disjoint paths at source.

4.3. Route maintenance
In cognitive radio networks, two sources of route failure
are node movements and PU appearance. Routing
protocols that rely on channels, to which source or
the routing discovery process is assigned, usually fail
in recovering from any PU appearance. At best, the
intermediate node sends a route error (RERR) packet
to the source and waits for the source to reply, or the
route becomes useless. In contrast, PU appearance is
dealt with locally in CMORC by choosing the best
available channel from the channel set. Hence, the
route is recovered safely without any delay or network
overhead. When the route fails due to node movements,
nodes that noticed the disconnectivity in the path send
a RERR to the source to inform. Afterward, the source
removes that route from its routing table and performs
the rate allocation of the remaining routes. If the
requested bandwidth of the source is not satis�ed with
the remaining routes, or the number of routes is less
than two, the route discovery process will be called to
�nd more routes.

5. Rate allocation stage

When the route discovery stage is �nished, the source
has several paths to the destination. In multipath
routing protocols, like CMORC, distribution of tra�c
among available paths has a signi�cant e�ect on the
performance. Hence, rate allocation stage is an essen-
tial part of a multipath routing protocol.

In this section, we introduce an optimization
problem for each routing class to get the optimum
sending rate of available paths. Practical methods of
solving these optimization problems are also described
that impose less computational overload than prevalent
methods.

5.1. Problem formulation
5.1.1. Class I routes
In class I routes, where the aim is to minimize the end-
to-end delay, CMORC distributes tra�c in a way that
the congestion and packet loss are avoided in the paths.
CMORC also sends more tra�c through the path with
more available capacity to reduce the overall end-to-
end delay. In addition, since the available capacity of
a path is related to the PU activities, modeling the
end-to-end delay, in the way that it implicitly contains
channel history, will reduce probability of interference
with PUs as well.

At the end of the route discovery stage, the source
has several node-disjoint paths to the destination.
Since the routes are node-disjoint, the end-to-end delay
of each path is almost independent of the other paths.
We assumed that the two routes, which are sending
at the same channel, are not close enough to interfere.
Therefore, the queuing delay of the jth node over the
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chth channel can be obtained by knowing the channel
load and sending rate of that path:

Dj;ch
q (ri) =

1
(Cch � Ljch)� ri ; (6)

where ri denotes the sending rate on the ith path,
and Dj;ch

q (ri) represents the queuing delay of M/M/1
queue, assuming that arrival process is Poisson [19].
Note that M/M/1 queuing model does not accurately
model the wireless network. However, since CMORC
just needs a basic estimation to compare the routes,
this model is used to keep the computation as simple
as possible. Because the channel over which the
intermediate node forwards tra�c may be changed
during the session, the source cannot use a speci�c
channel to obtain the queuing delay. Hence, the source
gets the probabilistic queuing delay of the node by
multiplying the probability of selecting that channel
by its queuing delay:

jch setI
j jX

ch=1

�I
j(ch) �Dj;ch

q (ri): (7)

Henceforward, we use �I=II
j (ch) to denote the

probability of selecting the chth channel by the jth
node for class I/II route:

�I=II
j (ch) =

8<: Y
k2'I=II(ch)

(1� P j;kPU)

9=; :P j;chPU : (8)

In addition to the queuing delay, there are some
other factors that impose delay such as propagation
time, sensing delay, and switching delay. Sensing
delay refers to the time period when cognitive users
become silent so as to monitor PU activities. Sensing
time entirely depends on layer 2 protocol, and it may
be changed or omitted from one protocol to another.
Switching delay refers to the time needed for a cognitive
user to change its frequency band or channel. In
networks where cognitive users have multiple radios
(when the number of available channels and radios are
equal), there is no switching delay (e.g., D2CARP [8]).
Consequently, the total link delay can be obtained as
follows:

DSe+
jch setI

j jX
ch=1

�I
j(ch) � �Dj;ch

q (ri)+DP +!j(ch):Dsw
	
;

(9)

where DSe, DP , and Dsw denote sensing delay, propa-
gation delay, and switching delay, respectively. Sensing
delay is the only parameter assumed independent of the
selected channel. Switching delay, however, depends on
the selected channel. Since the source does not know

the selected channel of intermediate nodes, it computes
the switching delay probabilistically. Hence, the source
multiplies the probability of switching the channel by
ch, denoted by !j(ch), to the switching delay. Suppose
that two consecutive nodes, represented by j � 1 and
j, are on the same path. If transmission channel of
j � 1 (receiving channel of j) is the same as that of j,
node j does not need to change its channel. Therefore,
the probability of channel switching is equal to the
probability that node j � 1 chooses any channel rather
than ch:

!j(ch) = 1�
8<: Y
k2'I(ch)

�
1� P j�1;k

PU

�9=; � P j�1;ch
PU :

(10)

So far, we described a formula to get probabilistic
link delay that includes M/M/1 queuing delay. Consid-
ering that the departure process of M/M/1 queue has
a Poisson distribution [19] and the arrival rate is less
than the departure rate, we can simply assume that the
arrival rate of all intermediate nodes in the path is r.
Although it is not completely true as long as queueing
theory is concerned, it is the simplest estimation that
makes the comparison of the routes possible. Note
that CMORC does not model the delay accurately. It
uses a simple and computationally-feasible formula to
compare routes so as to distribute tra�c better than
the blind, equal-rate, round-robin method. Hence, end-
to-end delay of a route is the sum of delay of all links
throughout the path. Consequently, the overall end-to-
end delay of the session which, includes several paths,
can be estimated by multiplying the sending rate of
each path by its delay. Therefore, the optimization
problem for class I route is as follows:

min
X

i2paths(S;D)

ri � X
j2links(i)

(
DSe +

jch setI
j jX

ch=1

�I
j(ch)

� �Dj;ch
q (ri) +DP + !j(ch):Dsw

	)
; (11)

subject to:X
i2paths(S;D)

ri = BW (S;D)
req ; (12)

ri < min8j2links(i)
fCch � Lchg; 8 i 2 paths(S;D);

(13)

ri � 0; 8 i 2 paths(S;D): (14)

The �rst constraint indicates that the total send-
ing rates of all paths must satisfy the source band-
width requirement. The second constraint limits the
maximum value of sending rate of the ith path to the
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available capacity of its worst channel. Not only does
this constraint makes the problem convex, which will
be shown later, but also it is a necessary condition for
the assumption that the arrival rates of all intermediate
nodes of the ith path are all equal to ri. Finally, the
third constraint indicates that the sending rates cannot
be negative.

5.1.2. Class II routes
The aim of class II route is to minimize the total
interference with PUs. However, calculating the ac-
curate interference needs extra information such as
location of PU receivers, which is not provided in all
networks. Hence, the only statistical data available
in cognitive users to estimate the total interference is
the probability of channel availability (P j;chPU ) which
is obtained by monitoring PU activities. Generally
speaking, channels observed to have fewer PU activities
are most likely to be free of any adjacent PU receivers.
As a result, CMORC directly uses the probability of
channel availability to estimate the total interference.

In class II route, layer 2 module always selects
the channel with the highest probability of channel
availability (P j;chPU ) to reduce the interference. Hence,
the interference is proportional to 1 � P j;chPU and since
the transmission channel is not �xed during a session,
probability of selecting the channels (

P
�II
j (ch)) is used

instead of a �xed channel. Consequently, the path
interference, which is the sum of the interference of
all links, is estimated as follows:

inti =
X

j2links(i)

8<:1�
jch setII

j jX
ch=1

�II
j (ch)

9=; : (15)

As a result, the total interference can be estimated
by multiplying the sending rate of each path by its
path interference. Class II optimization problem is as
follows:

min
X

i2paths(S;D)

ri:inti; (16)

where the constraints are similar to class I optimization
constraints. Note that CMORC estimates the end-to-
end delay and interference just to compare the routes
and assign sending rates. Therefore, the real value
of these parameters in the network might be slightly
di�erent from the estimated values.

5.2. Reduction of optimization variables
Before we represent a practical method to solve these
optimization problems, the number of optimization
variables and complexity of these two problems are
analyzed. The number of variables in an optimization
problem is extremely important. In our optimization
problem, the only variables are the sending rates.

Hence, the number of variables is equal to the number
of routes that depends on the scale of the network and
number of nodes.

Since CMORC uses the forwarding delay tech-
nique in route discovery stage, routes that are received
earlier are expected to outperform the others. That is,
sending rate of these routes is expected to be greater.
In order to observe the validity of this assertion, over
hundred simulations are conducted and solved by the
interior point method [20] (the detail of simulations
is discussed later in Section 6). The result of the
simulation is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, the �rst route has the most
portion of the assigned rate. In other words, the �rst
path satis�es almost half of the requested bandwidth.
The second and third paths on average satisfy 24%
and 13% of the requested bandwidth. Therefore, it
clearly shows that the routes discovered earlier are
always better, and the e�ciency of the forwarding delay
technique is proven. Furthermore, this result shows
that the fourth and �fth routes transmit less than 10%
of the requested bandwidth, and the rate allocated to
next routes is almost negligible. Hence, the source can
always solve the optimization problem for only the �rst
three or �ve routes without any signi�cant performance
degradation. This helps the source to solve the opti-
mization problems faster. Besides, the source knows
when to stop waiting for route discovery process and
drop other useless routes. In other words, the source
starts to �nd the solution to the optimization problem
whenever it receives 3 routes. Consequently, the node
deals with less memory and computation overhead.

Figure 3. Percentage of allocated rate versus path
number. Simulations show that by using forwarding delay
technique and solving the optimization problem, almost
all portions of the sending rates are allocated to the �rst
�ve routes. Hence, one can ignore other routes to simplify
the optimization problem.
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5.3. Solving optimization problems
5.3.1. Class I optimization
As we mentioned earlier in Section 5.2, the only vari-
ables in the objective function of class I optimization
problem are the sending rates. Besides, the delay of
each path is estimated by its sending rate regardless
of the sending rates of other paths. Since the sum
of multiple convex function is a convex function [20],
proving the convexity of end-to-end delay of any path
is su�cient to show the convexity of the objective
function. Suppose that f(ri) represents the end-to-
end delay of the ith path using Eq. (9). f(ri) is
de�ned for all 0 � ri < min8 j2links(i)fCch � Lchg,
which is indicated by the second and third constraints.
Hence, f(ri) is continuous and di�erentiable on its
domain. By taking the second derivative of f(ri), it
is easy to see that its second derivative is positive in its
domain. Therefore, f(ri) and the objective function
are convex functions. In addition, all constraints of
the optimization problem are clearly linear. Therefore,
class I optimization problem is convex.

Not only can heuristic algorithms (e.g., genetic
algorithm, simulated annealing) �nd an acceptable
solution to our small-scaled problem, but also, due
to the convexity of the problem, many mathematical
methods (e.g., interior point, subgradient) can solve
the problem as well. Mathematical methods usually
need gradient or hessian of the function, which is not
always easy to compute. Additionally, they impose
complicated mathematical computation which is not
a good choice for wireless nodes with limited memory
and computation capacity. Heuristic algorithms also
need a lot of iteration to �nd a near-optimal solution.
Hence, a better algorithm for our small-scaled problem
is needed to be devised to compute faster with less
complexity.

Since we have already reduced the number of
variables of the optimization problem to 3 or 5, it seems
reasonable to study the performance of exhaustive
method with other possible methods. The variables

of the optimization problem are real numbers in a
particular range. In order to search the whole solution
space, we have to make them discrete. As a result, we
divide the whole possible range of each variable into
10 equal segments and use the �rst number in that
range to represent the discrete scale. As an example,
ri in range [0,2) Mbps is transformed to the discrete
sequence of f0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8,
2g.

In order to evaluate the performance of exhaustive
search, we conducted a series of simulations to show
the e�ect of number of variables (number of consid-
ered paths) on the computation time and quality of
solution. In these simulations, interior point method
and genetic algorithm are compared with exhaustive
search method. The result of the simulations is
shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), it is shown that
the average computation time of exhaustive search
method, when fewer than 5 paths are considered,
outperforms the other methods, while the optimized
value of its solution is almost equal to the interior
point method (Figure 4(b)). Genetic algorithm is
always the worst method in both computation time
and optimal solution. Hence, the exhaustive search,
when the number of considered paths is lower than 5
paths, is a better choice since it does not need a lot of
memory and extra computation (for obtaining gradient
or hessian). However, one can also use mathematical
methods, since the search space is very small and
no meaningful di�erence exists. In fact, we are just
providing a method that is as good as the others
at worst, yet it does not need much memory and
complicated mathematical computation of hessian or
gradient, etc.

5.3.2. Class II optimization
The optimization problem of class II is much easier to
solve. Objective function of this optimization problem
(Eq. (16)) is based on product of interference of paths
(inti) and their sending rate. The interference of

Figure 4. Comparison of optimization algorithms for class I routes. Number of paths versus (a) average computation
time and (b) end-to-end delay.
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Algorithm 1. Greedy approach to solve the class II
optimization problem.

a path, however, is independent of its sending rate.
Hence, the objective function is clearly linear and inti
is a constant for ri. Constraints of this optimization are
the same as class I optimization constraints, so they
are also linear. Since the whole problem is linear, it
can be easily solved by linear optimization algorithms,
such as Simplex. CMORC, however, uses a greedy
algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 with the complexity
of O(n) where n is the number of routes.

Greedy approach sorts all available paths by their
interference and puts them in the remaining paths set.
Then, it chooses the path with the smallest interference
from the remaining paths, assigns maximum possible
rate to it, and removes it from the remaining paths.
Then, it chooses the next path from the remaining
paths and goes on until the requested bandwidth is
satis�ed.

It is easy to show that the greedy approach of
Algorithm 1 always �nds the global optimum solution
to class II optimization problem.

6. Performance evaluation

In this section, we study the performance of our
proposed routing protocol with D2CARP [8] which
is a reactive multipath routing protocol for cognitive
radio networks. We implemented CMORC on Network

simulator 2 (NS-2) with 2 routing classes. To carry out
a fair evaluation, cognitive nodes in our simulations are
implemented to have multiple radios since D2CARP is
unable to work e�ciently in single radio environment.

6.1. Simulation parameters
In our simulations, 100 cognitive users are randomly
deployed in a square region whose size has been set
to satisfy node density of 400 nodes/km2. There are
11 di�erent channels with the same bandwidth, for
simplicity, and one of them is assumed to be a CCC
and free of PU activity for CMORC. The transmission
range of cognitive users is 120 m. Forwarding delay
constants of classes I and II routes (�I=II) are 0.001 s
and 0.005 s, respectively. In our simulation, CMORC
uses only 5 paths to perform rate allocation stage
for class I route, and since the optimization problem
of class II is easier to solve, CMORC computes rate
allocation of 10 paths for this class. Other simulation
parameters are the same as D2CARP [8].

6.2. End-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio
In this section, we study the e�ect of di�erent parame-
ters on the end-to-end delay and Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR). In Figure 5, we observed that increasing the
number of PUs has no signi�cant e�ect on the end-
to-end delay and PDR of class I routes, and this class
always outperforms the others as far as delay and PDR
are concerned. Class II, on the other hand, shows the
worst end-to-end delay and PDR, since it transmits
the tra�c through probably longer paths and imposes
congestion on those paths and channels. Both class II
and D2CARP, unlike class I, incur an increase in end-
to-end delay and decrease in PDR when the number of
PUs is increased.

Figure 6 demonstrates the e�ect of increasing the
number of ows on the end-to-end delay and PDR. The
requested bandwidth of each ow is 0.54 Mbps. As
it is expected, class I always outperforms the others,
but the di�erence of these protocols and classes is
negligible when there are just a few ows. That is

Figure 5. The number of PUs versus (a) overall end-to-end delay, and (b) packet delivery ratio.
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Figure 6. The number of ows versus (a) overall end-to-end delay, and (b) packet delivery ratio.

because the tra�c is too low to make the channel
congested. Unlike Figure 5, performance of class I
slowly decreases although it still degrades slower than
the others. Class II and D2CARP, however, show
almost the same behavior as in Figure 5 when the
number of PUs is increased.

6.3. Probability of interference
In this section, we exclusively study the e�ect of
routing protocols on total interference. To measure the
probability of interference, we measure the probability
of collision with cognitive users in the active period
of PUs. The total interference might be di�erent for
various MAC and physical layer designs since channel
history, sensing accuracy, and channel selection depend
on these layers, but the comparison is reliable as long
as these layers are the same for the compared protocols.

Figure 7(a) shows the e�ect of increasing the
number of PUs on the total interference. It is ob-
served that class II avoids interference as much as
possible and the interference is almost zero when there
are fewer than 16 PUs. Besides, it seems probably
inevitable to interfere with PUs when the number
of PUs passes a threshold. Interestingly, Figure 7
demonstrates that the probability of interference of
class I routes is less than D2CARP routes most of

the times. In other words, both routing classes of
CMORC incur less interference than D2CARP. The
primary reason for this is that the rate allocation
formulas of class I indirectly utilize channel history in
its computation. Hence, since the channels with less
probability of channel availability impose more delay,
class I of CMORC implicitly selects channel and path
with less interference. Figure 7(b) also shows that
the total interference of D2CARP increases faster than
both routing classes of CMORC. In contrast, class II
total interference increases extremely slowly that is
almost negligible.

6.4. Routing overhead
Although both CMORC and D2CARP are on-demand
routing protocols, they are based on di�erent routing
protocols. CMORC is based on DSR, but D2CARP
is based on AODV. Hence, they apply somewhat
di�erent methods to pass information and indicate a
route. CMORC puts all node IDs of the route in
the routing header of the packet so that intermediate
nodes know the path and the next hops. On the other
hand, intermediate nodes in D2CARP store an entry
in route discovery stage that shows the next hop of
each ow, so they do not need any extra information
in the header of packets. Therefore, the routing

Figure 7. Probability of interference with PUs versus (a) the number of PUs, and (b) the number of ows.
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Figure 8. The number of PUs versus (a) the routing header overhead, and (b) the control packet overhead.

Figure 9. The source-destination distance versus routing
header overhead.

header of packets in CMORC is bigger than that in
D2CARP. However, D2CARP sends RREQ packets
over all available channels, while CMORC sends RREQ
just over the CCC. Therefore, the number of control
packets in D2CARP is more than CMORC.

Figure 8 clearly demonstrates the two overhead al-
ready explained. Routing header overhead of CMORC
is almost 5 times bigger than that of D2CARP, while
the overhead of control packets in D2CARP is almost
5 to 6 times bigger than CMORC. Hence, there is a
trade-o� between these two overheads. As shown in
Figure 9, the overhead of routing header in CMORC is
proportional to the distance or path length. Hence,
when the routes are long, the overhead of CMORC
is more than D2CARP. On the other hand, when the
number of available channels increases, the overhead
of control packet in D2CARP proportionally increases,
while it is almost constant in CMORC because it sends
control packets on all of these channels.

6.5. Number of channels
As the number of available channels increases, we
usually expect more opportunity to exploit, and con-

sequently, performance metrics often improve. Fig-
ure 10(a) shows the e�ect of the number of channels
on end-to-end delay. As it is shown, class I routes
always outperform the others. Interestingly, increasing
the number of channels increases the end-to-end delay
of class II routes. This happens because class II routes
are optimized to reduce interference as far as possible
and ignore other parameters completely. When the
number of channels increases, there are paths that
are more possible by di�erent available channels and
nodes. Class II routing strategy causes CMORC to �nd
extremely long paths which almost avoid interference
with PUs at the cost of more delay. Figure 10(b)
illustrates how the number of channels inuences PDR.
As it is expected, increasing the number of channels
increases PDR of all types of routes since it reduces
interference and contention on all channels. As it
is shown in Figure 11, probability of interference
decreases as the number of channels increases. It
is also intuitively obvious since the number of ows
is constant. It should be noted that even class I
route of CMORC, which is optimized to reduce delay,
outperforms D2CARP.

6.6. Tra�c distribution
We have also investigated how tra�c distribution can
a�ect performance parameters. In our simulations, 30
di�erent source nodes are sending packets to random
destinations. Figure 12 shows how changing the
percentage of class I packets can change PDR and
end-to-end delay. The percentage shows how many
ows are delay-intolerant (class I route) and how many
are delay-tolerant (class II route). Hence, for routing
protocols, such as D2CARP, which do not consider
these requirements, routing strategy for both ows
would be similar. Class I packets in our routing
protocol always face the least amount of end-to-end
delay. When the number of class II ows is high,
they encounter high end-to-end delay, since CMORC
blindly chooses the routes that probably pass through
the same regions with the least interference. Hence,
the high contention in these regions causes delay. Since
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Figure 10. The number of channels versus (a) overall end-to-end delay, and (b) packet delivery ratio.

there is no di�erent approach or mechanism available
for these two types of tra�c in D2CARP, performance
parameters should be almost the same, as shown in
Figure 12.

As shown in Figure 12(b), the percentage of
class I ows has a marginal e�ect on PDR. As it was
investigated in Figure 6(b), PDR of class I routes in

Figure 11. The source-destination distance versus
probability of interference with PUs.

CMORC outperforms the others, and class II routes
in CMORC have the worst PDR in most cases, except
when there are only a few class II ows. Interestingly,
no matter how many class II ows exist, class II ows
in CMORC almost incur no interference in comparison
with others, as depicted in Figure 13. However, the
probability of interference of class II ows as well as

Figure 13. The percentage of class I ows versus
probability of interference with PUs.

Figure 12. The percentage of class I ows versus (a) overall end-to-end delay, and (b) packet delivery ratio.
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D2CARP highly depends on the number of ows. As
they increase, they incur more interference. However,
class I ows in CMORC somehow avoid interference
by indirectly using PUs behavior in their computation.
That is why class I ows in CMORC often impose less
interference than class I ows in D2CARP.

7. Conclusion and future research

In this paper, we proposed a class-based multipath
routing protocol, called CMORC, which is the �rst
multipath routing protocol that takes into considera-
tion both route discovery and rate allocation simulta-
neously. CMORC provides two classes of service to
separately improve the end-to-end delay and probabil-
ity of interference. Channel history in modeling the
end-to-end delay for class I routes improves not only
the end-to-end delay, but also the total interference.
Class II routes also considerably reduce total interfer-
ence, which is almost zero, while imposing higher delay.
Moreover, the forwarding delay technique is used to let
the route discovery stage �nd the better paths earlier.
The e�ciency of this technique is observed by simula-
tion, and the technique is exploited in rate allocation
stage to greatly reduce computational overhead. The
performance of our proposed protocol is compared with
that of D2CARP via simulations. Simulation results
con�rm the performance improvement of our protocol.

Although the end-to-end delay and interference
with PUs are improved, delay estimation of CMORC
might not always represent the real value of delay,
since it is based on the assumption that arrival rate
of intermediate nodes is independent of other nodes.
Our future work will focus on modeling the end-to-end
delay as a network of queue so that it estimates the
real end-to-end value better.
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